
2 Medicine and the ethnography of health I 
I 

In this chapter, we look at the detailed evidence for Herodotus' acquain- 1 
tance with certain ideas usually associated with the early medical writers 
(pages 29-42). These will show, I hope, that Herodotus' enquiries are 
often either informed by certain Hippocratic ideas, or running parallel to 
them. In the process, it becomes clear how Herodotus' observations and 
'research' may be iduenced by wider theory, indeed how misleading it 1 
may be to suppose that Herodotus (or the medical writers) could engage 
in theory-free observation in these areas. In the second part @ages 42-68) 
we explore the further implications of this: first, the presence of contro- I 
versy on such matters within Herodotus' Histories. Then we turn more 
explicitly to the role of ethnography - or any material concerning non- 

! 
Greek peoples - in the medical works; and to the extent that Herodotus' 
ethnography intersects with the structures, frameworks or material visible 
in the medical writings. These last two questions are so closely inter- 

I 
I 

related that it is simplest to deal with them simultaneously, via an exam- 
ination of Libya and of Scythia in the medical works and in the Hktories. i i 
Here we will find further curious cases where material in the Histories and 
material in the - e e d i i a l  writers see-ke d ~ ~ p x l s  of the 
same jigsaw. It is not always so much that we find exact correspondence 
of facts or content, but rather, connections in subject matter or suggestive 
similarities in approaches and interests. In certain areas, Herodotus' eth- 
nography has a community of interests and outlook with other enquiries 

I 
into nature; we can occasionally even see him engaging in some sort of 
hidden debate with such theories. The following case studies will show I 

how implausible it is to separate Herodotus from contemporary and later 
ethnography (including medical ethnography). I argue, among other 
things, that Herodatus' view of Libya and of Scythia, indeed his very 
choice of those areas for extended discussion, was intiuenced in part, at, 
least, by their presence and importance in certain medical thee@; that 

+ > k s  reaewches also formed part of these, rather than passive borrowings 
from another discipline, and that they were structured by ideas and sche- 
mata that were familiar from the natural philosophers and doctors. 
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We will also find that ethnographic material and speculation have a 
role in early Greek science which stands somewhat apart from the pre- 
occupations with Hellenism, Greek identity and Greek conflict against the 
barbarian that emerge from studies of the barbarian in Greek tragedy and 
fifth-century Athens. This implies that there are further twists and in- 
tricacies in the Greeks' relations to the barbarian world. 

The whole chapter also deals implicitly with the issue of what is credi- 
ble. The evidence of the medical writers and natural philosophers gives us - 
a different perspective on whaf the Greeks of m d  early fourth 
centmmay have been prepared to bd.eve of the outside worldF~hi --~. .. .. .. -- 
kinds of 'facts', or evidence, that are adduced, the relaiionofo6kable 
data and theory, all suggest that the lines of credulity and plausibility 
were often very different from those of the modem scholar. This is hardly 
surprising, but the implications for our reading of Herodotus may be 
underestimated. The chapter will end with some suggestions on the at- 
traction of the exotic in these areas. 

Medicine in Herodotus 

Herodotus' Histories show considerable interest in doctors, medicine and <J,,# 

health, and there is a strong strain of what one might call the ethnography 
of medicine and health. We are given in various places the whole spec- k'// 

6 
trum of health care. Certain Indians, for instance, make no attempt at any n~" 
cure and have no medical skill at all (111 100): they are vegetarians and, in 
contrast to the generally friendly reputation of modern vegetarians, take 
the sick to a deserted place to die and no one cares for either the dead or 
the sick. The Padaeans solve the problem of illness, as it were, by sacri- 
ficing anyone who falls sick and devouring the flesh before it is spoilt; in 
this way, few reach old age (nr 99). The Massagetai offer up for sacrifice 
those who grow old, thinking this the happiest end, but do not eat those 
who die of disease (I 216.2-3); the Issedones wait till the father has died 
(IV 26). 

Considerably higher on the scale of medical care, the Babylonians, he 
insists, incredibly, practise the market-place cure, laying out their sick for 
any advice that might be available (I 197). At the other end of the spec- 
trum, Persian medical skill is noted (I 138, w 181), and the Egyptians are 
singled out as having, remarkably, only doctors who are specialists (11 84). 
The highly specialized medicine of Egypt contrasts with the way the 
Scythians believe a king's illness is caused by false oaths and dealt with by 
soothsayers (IV 68-9). Much of the narrative of Book 111 is generated by 
the action of doctors: for it is the advice and the grudge of an Egyptian 
eye-doctor which is given as the immediate cause of Cambyses' invasion 
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of Egypt (111 l), the action of Democedes via Atossa which is supposed to 
alert Darius to the possibility of conquering Greece (111 133 ff.). The story 
of Democedes of Croton (111 129 ff.), summoned by Darius to cure his 
injured foot, is in many ways a tale about the superiority of Greek medi- 
cine over others - the 'Greek cures' Democedes uses, as opposed to the 
methods of the Egyptian doctors who only succeeded in making things 
worse. It is interesting that Herodotus bothers to note so much about 
medical practice in general. The author of On Ancient Medicine also 
comments on those who do not use doctors, 'barbarians and some 
Greeks' (ch. 5.2 J). 

Moreover, Herodotus in his own person has views on matters which 3 would be classed as medical and physiological, from the causes of the (4. dark skin of the Egyptians (11 22.3 -the effect of heat) to the relative skull- 
' thickness of Persians and Egyptians (111 l2).' He has an account and ex- 

*,4b,-- planation of the 'female disease' of the Scythians, the ailment by which 
many Scythian men become impotent and live like women (I 105.4; also rv 
67.2). He notes the way the Persians isolate anyone with leprosy and 
scrofula (I 138). The madness and possible epilepsy of Camhyses (to 
which we return) is discussed (IU 33), as well as various other mental dis- 
o r d e r ~ . ~  We meet the Agrippaioi who are hairless men (rv 23.2) and are 
told of the black semen of Indians and certain Ethiopians (nr 101). The 
latter statement incidentally has to  be refuted scornfully by Ari~tot le .~ We 
will meet others shortly. 

,r / There is, then, a large amount of sheer medical and physiological detail 
s *w < \  in Herodotus' Histories. It is also worth dwelling on the implications of 

..I the fact that Herodotus is happy to proffer explanations and opinions, 
which if we take his text at face value at least, are offered as his own. 
These are not simply observations or traditions picked up by him. He has 

+ A ! !  his own speculations about the causes of Cambyses' madness (111 33-8), or 
the nature of Cleomenes' behaviour (VI 84), and the cause of the Scythian 
female disease (I 105.4). He produces, notoriously, what seems to be a 
pseudo-scientific examination, and then theory, of skull-thickness from 
some highly unconvincing enquiries at the battlefield of Pelusium (111 12). 

' For medical elements in Herodotus, cf. Dawson (1986) with notes by Harvey (Dawson 
simplifies circumstances); cf. also Brandenburg (1976). with surprising amissions; Moeller 
(1903); Nestle (19381, esp. 25-8, briefly; also Nestle (1908), 12-14; Jouanna (1992), 319- 
27; Demont (1988); Huyse (1990); Althoff (1993a). 
Other examples of mental disorders: m 145: v 85.2; vn 43.2, panic; Cleomenes perhaps 
mad: v 42.1; vl 75.1; w 84 (with Harvey on Dawson (1986), 94). General medical allu- 
sions: XI 88, Pharnuces and his horse. See Dawson for blindness and injuries (p. 94). 

' Hirt Anim. 523817-20; Gen. Anim. 736al0-14. 
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When we look more closely, we may begin to glimpse a level of abstrac- 
tion or theorizing that is too great to be explained simply as the result of 
neutral 'fieldwork' of any kind, and which either bears close resemblance 
to specific Hippocratic theories, or seems to show an interest in medical 
or physiological matters which could well belong to a similar range of 
enquiries by others. 

Let us look briefly at the famous speculations about skull-thickness (111 2 
12). Herodotus wishes us to believe that he realized, on the battlefield of 84 
Pelusium, from the skulls lying around, that Persian skulls were thin, 5/Ld 
easily broken, and Egyptian skulls were strong - and he accepts what he 
implies is the 'local explanation', that Egyptians grew thicker skulls be- 
cause they had shaven heads, and because of the heat. In fact the same 
cause (aition) will also explain why the Egyptians are less bald than any 
other men: 

. . . because the Egyptians shave their heads from early childhood, and the bone of 
the skull (osteon) is thickened by the sun. This is also they 
do not become bald. For you will see fewer bald men in Egypt than anywhere else. 
(3.12.2-3) 

He is, he says, persuaded, and he says he noted a similar phenomenon a t  

! Papremis (m 12.4). 
Many scholars have tried to restore credibility to Herodotus' ingenious 

! and tendentious discussion. There is particular debate on whether he y,rN$ 
I really picked up a local explanation, local wisdom, or foisted upon the 

i locals his own view - or at the most extreme, whether he invented the 

I 
whole tale.4 It is also hard to see how he could even have observed 
the phenomenon at all, for modem medical explanations are somewhat 
tendentious (for a recent explanation, by means of calcified bone, see 
Althoff (1993)). Some scholars have, of course, doubted whether he could 
have observed such skulls or even been to Pelusium at all. The point I 
would prefer to emphasize here, however, is that Herodotus gives us an 
account of his curiosity about this physiological_p~~menon, and that -- he 
-s an explanation. Whether or not it was r e a l l y T e n i m  the 
Gcals, it is still an attempt to explain, to say something about the skulls of t we 
(in this case) Persians and Egyptians. He wants his audience to see him as + !K 
doing some kind of research on his own account, and research that would Ba ,,. 
accord well with the concerns of those interested in nature. Moreover it is 

r(C" 

For Pelusium, see Althoff (1993a), esp. 3 tf - sensible discussion, inclined towards local 
information Also A. Llovd. Commentan ad loc.: Fehline (1989). 28 8. one of Fehlinr's 
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only one of the more awkward of his observations and cannot be seen in I 

isolation. ! 

The other interesting aspect is that his explanation accords exactly with 
what one might call one of his 'theoretical frameworks' of explanation 
elsewhere, which is that climate bas a crucial effect on the nature of - mankind, and so do their  custom^.^ The skulls are thickened both by the d' sun, thus presumably by heat, and by the habit of having shaven heads. 

I 

( I$ We have here a combination of nature (physis) and custom (nomoos) in the 

, khvr creation of human appearance that can be exactly paralleled in the phe- 

dlrn nomenon of the Makrokephaloi in Airs, Waters, Places - those long- 1 
headed men who acquired elongated heads first by human agency, then ! 
by nature itself which takes over (ch. 14). In other words the theory or 
explanation, used so firmly by Herodotus elsewhere, may perhaps have 
helped interpret the observation or given 'data'.6 This raises the complex 
issue of the relation of theory to observation - to what extent do people 
see what they think they ought to? This interest in physiology wonldTe 
most obviously shared by those of the early medical circles, and the 
physiologoi. 

Theory and observation are inextricably mixed up in other expressly 
medical observations of Herodotus, and here we can see clear evidence of 

I 
specifically Hippocratic medical theory in the Histories. Once we note the 
presence of current medical theory, it becomes less clear where 'observa- 
tion' ends and theory starts. We will return later to the relationship of I 
theory to observation, though as we will see, one cannot really separate 
them at any level of the discussion. The presence of Hippocratic ideas 

~ , , N I ? ) I c ;  may help resolve some of these difficulties. 
One of the most important tenets of Hippocratic medicine was that 

' J  there were natural causes to illness and health. On the Sacred Disease 7.k' 

-""\imed to show that there were always physical explanations for illness, h"+< 
, $J<*+ even for epilepsy or 'The Sacred Disease', and that no disease was any 
v more 'sacred' than another. At first sight we would think Herodotus' view 

of disease left a large part for divine agency, and so could not possibly 
share any features with so naturalistic a thesis. The well-known Hippo- 
cratic insistence upon natural and not divine causes for disease seems in 
some cases to be quite absent from Herodotus' view of disease, for he 1 

I 
Fehling (1989), ?8 cites Airs rapidly: 'Greek theoretical speculation' related to Airs, put I 

'into the mouths of his avowed sources'. But Fehling exaggerates the extent to which I 

Herodotus says he was guided by local Egyptians. Herodotus simply says, 'I saw a great 
marvel, having learned of it from the local inhabitants,' and he quotes vaguely Egyptian 
agreement with the cause given (Fehling himselfelaborates and spins out the story, p. 29; 
note also (p. 29): 'The obvious starting point for the whole story is a Greek supposition 
that the bones of northern peoples must be softer than those of southern peoples' - but in 

I 
any case we are dealing here with Egyptians and Persians!). 
Here I differ fundamentally from Fehling. i 
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accepts that disease may be sent by the divine as punishment or retribu- 
tion. So in the remarkable story of early Cretan history that he inserts to 
explain why the Pythia advised the Cretans to stay neutral in the Persian 
Wars: the anger of Minos is somehow connected with a plague and 0 
famine, and a double depopulation (vn 171). However, this traditional &ii 
account is of the distant legendary era and Herodotus leaves Minos' role 
somewhat hazy. 

The madness of Cleomenes, king of Sparta, is more clear (VI 84). The 
1 

Argives say it is punishment for his sacrilegious acts, the Spartans, inter- 
estingly, attribute a physical cause, seeing it as the result of his regrettable 
habit of drinking too much unmixed wine. But Herodotus here expressly 
declares his view that it was a penalty (tisis) for wronging Demaratus 
(VI 84.3), accepting a divine cause of some illness or disease, as he does 
for the disease and the collapse of the school roof in Chios (VI 27). 

More interesting is the case of the Scythian 'female disease', Scythian C 
impotence. At first glance, Herodotus seems to countenance a divine ex- C 
planation of which the author of Airs, Waters, ' Places would disapprove. 

h~ 

Herodotus calls it the 'female disease', mentions the sufferers, the Enarees, { 
and the Scythians' explanation that it was the result of a sacrilegious 
act, the plundering of the temple of Aphrodite at Ascalon (r 105.4). He 
implicitly agrees with the Scythians, and later mentions the divinatory ,O 

powers of these men (N 67, 2: oi 61 'Evapees oi irv6p6yuvo~). Airs on the 
other hand gives a detailed physical explanation (ch. 22), yet the overall 
approach is not as different as one might expect. For the author of Airs 
agrees with the Scythians themselves that the disease is divine (theia), but 
like the author of On the Sacred Diseuse, he thinks that no disease is more 
divine than any other, but that they have natural causes, and indeed 
launches into a polemical explanation of this: 'I too [with the Scythians] 
think that these diseases are divine, and so are all others, and none is 
more divine or more human than any other but all are alike, and all di- 
vine. Each has a natural cause and none arises without its natural cause' 
(ch. 22.3 J). There is a natural explanation which he then gives, both very 
detailed and far more complex than Herodotus' brief note. Herodotus, 
then, knows of a disease which features in a Hippocratic discussion; he 
refers to it as if it were reasonably well known, and he accepts a divine 
explanation, which the medical author seems almost to accept; the medi- 
cal author differs in appending physical causes, natural causes, while 
agreeing that the disease is 'divine'.' 

' For an interesting medical discussion, see Lieber (1996). Cf. Ph. van de Eijk (1990) and 
(1991) on natural causes and the divine in Saer Dis and Airs; Ballabriga (1986); Arist. 
Erh. Nic, w 1150b14-15 mentions the hereditary softness of the Royal Scythians; Airs too 
stresses it as a disease of the wealthy. Cf. also pp. 179-80 below for divine influence. 
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Herodotus' acceptance that disease may come as divine retribution 
does not convey the whole picture and it is increasingly noted by scholars 
in the field of early medicine that Herodotus did know of specific ideas 
in Hippocratic medicine (see chapter 1, pages 21-2 above). He seems, 
moreover, to he participating in this kind of research on his own account. 
Let us look at further examples. 

&&'+ 
(i) First the case of Cambyses' madness (UI 33). When Herodotus talks 

about Cambyses' madness, he mentions as a possible explanation that 
kt& ui,b,d/$ amhyses is said to have had epilepsy: 

f i  ''''>~o~s Thus was Cambyses mad against his own kindred, whether because of the Apis 
F' bull, or because of some other of the many calamities which tend to fall upon men; 

a <3b4 
for they say that Cambyses suffered by heredity ( i ~  Y E V ~ S )  from a terrible disease, 
the disease which some call 'sacred'. For it is not likely that the mind should re- 
main healthy when the body is suffering from a great illness. 

In his careful use of the expression, 'the disease which some call sacred' 
(woiruov . . . ipiv 6wo~ia<ouui TIVET), Herodotus is surely making a clear 
allusion to perhaps the most famous thesis of the Hippocratic school, the 
theory that diseases have natural causes, and that the 'Sacred Disease' is 
no more sacred than others (see note 7). This is rather unexpected. He 
had mentioned earlier that the Egyptians thought Cambyses went mad 
directly because of the sacrilegious murder of the Apis bull, and he im- 
plied there that he agreed (m 30.1: 'as the Egyptians say'). Herodotus' 
mention of the Apis hull tends to attract more modem attention, but in 
this later chapter the bull is apparently set aside, as are Persian strictures 
about wine (nr 34).8 This is one place where Herodotus seems unwilling to 
dwell upon divine retribution, the element of the exotic and supernatural 
which he may accept elsewhere. 

What he does linger over (with explanatory y6p) is the interpretation 
we know to be Hippocratic, for he notes the hereditary nature of epilepsy. 
This was something that the Sacred Disease was most concerned to 
argue, putting 'the sacred disease' alongside all others in the fact that it 
might have a hereditary origin (the phrase used is ~ a ~ a  yivos, ch. 5.8 
Jones = 2.4 G). I have translated Herodotus' own expression (:K YEVE~S)  
as inferring the hereditary nature of the disease, since in normal usage 

At nl 30.1, after Cambyses' killing of Apis, Herodotus says, 'Cambyses, so the Egyptians 
say, went mad because of this injustice.' Emphasis on wine (111 34) in Romm (1992), 58; G. 
E. R. Lloyd (1987), 23-4, n. 73, assumes that the Apis bull and epilepsy are on equal 
footing as explanations; cf. also Georges (1994), 187, for over-emphasis on Apis; Munson 
(1991) (oblique). Nestle (1908), 12-14 noted link with SoerDis.; Erbse (1992), 51-2: epi- 
lepsy only an explanation for first step to insanity. 
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it should mean literally 'by descent', 'from the family', and since in D:$ 
both places where Herodotus uses it, he seems to imply a hereditary ,., 
characteri~tic.~ 

Then Herodotus suggests a link between diseases of the body and those 
of the mind, so linking Cambyses' epilepsy with his madness: 'for it is not , 
likely that the mind should remain healthy when the body is suffering a bJ 
great illness'. This view of causation, seeing madness as perhaps partly b,~k 
caused by the physical illness, is reminiscent of Hippocratic appreciation 
of their patients' mental states. On the Sacred Disease, for instance, has 4 V" 
much on the relation of the disease to the patients' mental and emotional dl'' 
states. Even the bare and brutal lists of symptoms in Epidemics IIImake 
note of symptoms like fear, depression, ~amhling. '~ Herodotus' remark 
may simply be an intelligent observation on his part: but even in that case 
we must recognize that it would not look out of place in a Hippocratic 
text, and that Herodotus is thinking along much the same lines, especially 
in the recognition of heredity, and the relation of physical ill-health and 
mental well-being." 

(ii) Libyan health. The Libyans are the healthiest people in the world, 
according to Herodotus (N 187.2-3), and the Egyptians are the next 
healthiest (11 77.2-3). Here we may glimpse another Hippocratic contro- 
versy, indeed the possibilities for Hippocratic 'influence' seem to he even 
greater here than has been suggested. Herodotus tells us that it is the habit 
of at least some Libyans in North Africa, to cauterize the veins (phlebes) 
at the top of the heads or in the temples of their children, in order to 
prevent mucus or phlegm (phlegma) descending from the head: 

The other occurrence is at rv 23.2, the Agrippaioi who are bald Ex yrvrfii: both are usually 
mandated as 'from birth', and LSI takes both to denote 'time of birth', in a separate cate- 
gory from most usages of genos. 'From birth' strongly implies heredity in any case, even 
more obviously for the utterly bald Agrippaioi, but there seems no good reason to re- 
ject the literal meaning of ir yrviflr here - 'from the family', i.e by inheritance. See von 
Staden (1990), on hereditaly disease; he cites Hdt. 111 33 (and IV 23.2) as an 'Ionic' parallel 
for the meaning of ir; ywcfir as 'since the time of bjrth' (p. 94)' but does not note that the 
Herodotean context is medical. Cf. Pigeaud (1983) on innate characteristics (mainly on 
Airs). 

I n  Ch.13, 15-16 J = 10.5 G: 'a seizure is also caused by fear of the mysterious'; and esp. chs. 
17-18, on emotional states and madness, all related to the brain. Cf Eprd 111 I ,  case 11; 
cf. 111 17, case 15. C t  also the appreciation of mental states in On Regimen. Cf. Pigeaud 
(1980) on mind and soul (much on SacrDis.). Saer.Dis. talks mainly about mental states 
leading to the disease, but only implies that the causes of epilepsy would cause madness 
too (chs. 17-18); 1 would stress the sheer linkage between mind and body: the physical 
factors affecting the mind in SacrDis. also affect the body (phlegm etc.). 

" Cf. Hdt. 111 134.3*, thephrenes grow alongside the body (with Nestle (1908). 1 2 )  Cf von 
Staden (1990) on patients' need ta combine with doctors in fighting disease. 
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It is because of this that they say they are the healthiest. For the Libyans are truly 
thc morr helllh! of 211 nln; t h ; ~  u.eknou. Whsther thj is reall" thc rc.~s,n n h j  
the! :Ire rhe health~crt, I -3noar ev~crl!. ray. hut the! 111d:ed ths he~l rh lec r .  ( I \  

187.3)': 

He adds a final remark about the use of goats' urine to mitigate the effects 
of the cauterization, the spasms that the children might suffer (187.3). 

As with the Pelusian skulls, this has been a battlefield between those 
who think he found data for this Libyan practice, and those who think, at 
the most generous, that he has foisted an inferprefario Graeca on some 
ethnographic ~bservations.'~ Did he pick up a genuine Libyan practice, 
or invent one? However, it is unlikely that the question can be posed 
so simply, for the observation, whatever it was, has been overlaid or 
interpreted through what are surely Hippocratic eyes. 

,h?ubkl.T\What is striking here is that Herodotus is at least using technical 

.cJ vocabulary of the Hippocratics and accepting their preoccupations with 
, the adverse effects of mucus in the head. As Althoff has shown, the early 

C 
F Hippocratic texts have strong opinions on mucus in the head (in Her- 

odotus its bad effects are assumed, which is interesting in itself). On the 
Sacred Disease (ch. 6 ff. J = 3 ff. G), for instance, sees phlegm flowing 
from the brain as a main cause of epilepsy. Airs (ch. 3)  talks about cities 
'exposed to the hot winds' causing mucus in the head, and later deals with 
'phlegm descending from the brain because of moistness of (phlegmatic) 
constitutions' (ch. 10. 6 J). Later in Airs in fact (ch. 20), we find the Scy- 
thians attributed with a similar practice of cauterization because of the 
moistness of their constitution. So Herodotus' remarks about the Libyans 
express the type of preoccupation with phlegm that is to be found in 
early medical writing - and also a solution, cauterization, that is attrib- 
uted in another work, Airs, to the Scythians. Herodotus' text also pro- 
vides, on conventional dating, the earliest case of phlegm appearing as a 
humour.14 

" xai 5th ~ o i i ~ o  (~76~1s  h6you01 <vat J ~ I ~ P O T ~ T O V ~ .  i ioi y i p  i ir bhq%tws oi AiPu~s ~ Y ~ ~ O ) T T O Y  

rrhvrwu 6yiqp6~a-rol T G ~  jpiis i6yrv. ii yiv 6121 -roG~o, o i r ~  k w  brpmiwi iiiiriv, l jy lqpb ~. 
~ a ~ o l  6' 6 v  rioi. 

" On IV 187.2-3: Macan has parallels - see note ad loc; Gsell(1915) 157, cited by A. Lloyd 
(1990, 240). only refers to Rawlinson's Commentary ad loc, and Tissat, G6ograph;e r, 
479, for cauterization in modem folk medicine; Pritchett (1993), 88 cites modem exam- 
ples, though aware of Greek medical interest. FeNing listed this (1989), 90, under 'Pas- 
sages with simple source citations, in which the fabrication is capable of proof', since 
'Greek theory lies behind this'. 

l4 See Lolue (1981), note an DIseares tv, ch. 35 (ad lac.) and pp. 277-9 on phlegm 
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This is one of the places where Jacoby and Heinimann could only en- 
visage a Hecataean origin for Herodotus' medical knowledge - but the 
more contemporary interest is properly attested and must be more plau- 
sible, as suggested by AIthoff.l5 There is simply no evidence that any of 
this came from Hecataeus. The simplest and most economical solution is 
that Herodotus here reflects the interests of contemporaries. Herodotus is 
at least couching his remarks in terms which are strongly reminiscent of 
Hippocratic medicine (we will return to the Hippocratic preoccupation 
with Libya). 

I I would also add that it is not clear which element in Herodotus' 
account is actually raw observation, and where the theory begins - can we 
say what Herodotus actually observed (if he did observe something) or 
what his informant saw? Was it the practice of cauterization itself, or did 

I he also fmd out the reason for the practice as well, that is, the pre-existing 
i belief about mucus? The explanation Herodotus gives -mucus prevention 

- might simply have been assumed to be the obvious aim by a puzzled 
Greek observer, rather than an original Libyan belief. 

(iii) Egyptian health (u 77.2-3). The picture becomes more involved 
when we return to the good health of the Egyptians. At 11 77, we are told 
that the Egyptians are the most healthy after the Libyans. Rejecting the 
Egyptians' own explanation that this is because of their use of purgatives, 
'believing that all diseases originate from what one eats' (&TO TOV TPE- 

~ b v ~ w v  o ~ ~ i w u ,  77.2), Herodotus declares that their excellent health is 
derived from the fact that Egypt has few changes in season. Illnesses tend, 
he insists, to be caused by changes in the seasons: 

And in any case the Egyptians are the healthiest of all people after the Libyans 
because of the seasons, as it seems to me, since the seasons do not change; for it is 
with changes that diseases are particularly prone to occur, and most especially 
during changes of the weatherlseasons. (11 77.3)16 

He then describes their diet. 
There has been some consternation at Herodotus' statement on Egyp- 

tian good health. Is it true or not? But that is not perhaps the best ques- 
tion - and in any case how could someone possibly tell, given the scientific 

'' See AltholT(1993a); also Mansfeld (1980a), Appendix who also assumes this is a case of 
interpretario Graeca, and sees it (as u 77.2) as reflecting Cnidian doctrine (attributed to 
Euryphon in Anon. Lond. - phlegm a factor in all diseases); against Heinimann (1945), 
177 R . ,- ,L. 

l6 sioi plY y&p xai Clhhor AiyGrrrlo! w b  Aipvos iiytqpicrramt rrhvrwv &v0pijiiwv TGV 
Spiwu ivoi 60nialv sivrxw, 671 ot ymahhooovoat mi Spa!. i v  y21p ~ f i m  vr~clPoh$oi ~oio i  
hv9p&notm oi voirmot uhhima yivovra!, rGv ~s &hhwv n&vrwv nai 63 ~ a i  ?Gv bp60v 
llhh,mo. (11 77.3) 
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and social conditions of the fifth century?" There is in any case a Hip- 
1 1 ~ 6 C  pocratic background here, which alters the perspective, and probably a 

&i somewhat elaborate medical controversy. For Herodotus' observation 
about changes in weather has been noted by scholars of medicine and 

5 others as reminiscent of the Hippocratic belief that changes of weather 
and climate were of cardinal importance in health. The essay Airs, Waters, 
Places expounded elaborate theories about the effect of climate on health. 
Even the bare listing of symptoms and cases in Epidemics I and I11 is 

4- always careful to note the season and the weather. Sacred Disease has 
f i i )  much about changes in the weather: for example in a passage about times 
" of risk for an attack of epilepsy, the winter is the most dangerous time for 

the old but 'in summer the risk is least, as there are no sudden changes 
k4' (metabolai)' (ch. 13. 33-4 J = 10.9 G; cf. ch. 11 = 8 G, epileptic fits). The 

later compilation of Aphorisms opens the section on the seasons with, 'It 
is chiefly the changes of the seasons (Ai il~rapohai TGV &pi-v) which 
produce diseases, and in the seasons the great changes from cold or heat, 
and so on according to the same rule' (N 3.1L). Herodotus is elsewhere 
very aware of the importance of weather change;'' he also assumes here 
that all change will have an effect on health. 

So when he declares that the absence of changes in the seasons is the 
cause of Egyptian good health, he seems to be voicing a Hippocratic 
view.'' What is more, Herodotus also contradicts, in effect, the Egyp- 
tians' own view about disease, that all diseases are caused by food, pro- 
ducing in its place his own (and Hippocratic) claims about changes in the 
seasons - his view is emphasized by the expression 'I think' (8uoi ~OKLEI). 
He has appended his own view about the cause of health in a distinct 
tension to the Egyptians' own views. In other words we are glimpsing here 
a segment of a debate about the causes of good health and the effects of 
the seasons. This was a debate which was of vital concern to the Hippo- 
cratic doctors; it was also one to which Herodotus evidently felt he could 
contribute. 

" For relation lo Egyptian health, A. Lloyd, Commenta~y ad loc. For Egyptian medicine, 
see A. Lloyd (ad loc.) and von Staden (1989), ch. I ,  with emphasis on what Greek medi- 
cine may have learned from Egypt. Far 11 77: noted by Nestle (1908); see also Kudlien 
(1967), 128 if; AlthoE(1993a) 10; A. Lloyd, Commentary ad loc. (p. 333). who stresses 
that Egyptian medicine does take seasons into account: but cf. A. Lloyd (1975), Intro- 
duction pp. 165-6, where he sees Hippocratic influence; Jouanna (1992), 323: Pitchett 
(1993), 88 -citing Phillips (1973), 15. Cf. Mansfeld (1980a), Appendix, esp. 389. 

'' E.g 111 106.1, good mixture of seasons; I 142 on Ionia; ci. also on a granderscale, mr 122, 
vn 102. Nestle (1938). 25-8 on climate and ethnicity, and cornpanson mainly with Airs. 
Water: Hdt. 111 23.2 on Ethiopians, and Airs 7-9. 
louanna, Comm on Airs p. 25, thinks, however, that the idea that illness is linked to 
changes of season is common knowledge, citing Thuc. MI 87 and Pindar. 
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! In fact there are further hints of controversy here, for the view attrib- 
uted to the Egyptians about food causing disease was actually one held by 

i certain Greek doctors, the so-called Cnidian school. It has been suggested 
by Mansfeld that the Egyptian view about food given here by Herodotus 
was Greek too, and specifically Cnidian: but perhaps following the easy 
temptation to 'archaize' Herodotus, he takes it for granted that Her- 
odotus' text is indicative only of the older doctrines of Greek intellectual 

I life (i.e. Cnidian in this case rather than Hippocratic), sees Herodotus' 
own view in the Egyptian one given, and neglects the fact that Herodotus 
then proceeds to present his favoured theory, which is Hippocratic in 
tenor. If Greek doctors were arguing about the relative importance of 
food or of climate in the presence of disease, then we may be seeing here 
in miniature a controversy that could only be of intense concern to any- 

I one in the later Wth century interested in Greek medical theorie~.~" 
(iv) Diet. Another case where medical theory may lie below the surface I,? jh{ 

of Herodotean narrative has been discussed interestingly by Demont." , /\,A 
He has argued that when one looks more closely at Herodotus' account of .* 

the retreat of Xerxes' army, the famine and disease that are described on 4 / ,  1 

the way evince an awareness of Hippocratic theories about change of I 

regimen (mn 115 and 117): Herodotus makes a logical link between the )(q" 
food, water and general conditions the army encountered, and the famine, 

I plague and dysentery they suffer. At ch. 115, we are told, they eat grass 
and the bark and leaves from trees 'whether cultivated or wild' when they 
run out of corn to plunder (it is presumably significant that they eat wild 
things). At Abydos they eat more food than they had on the way, they 
have a change of water, and there is no 'kosmos', so many more die (VIII 

117.2): 

hvOak-ra 6; K ~ T E X ~ U E Y O L  m ~ i a  [TE] n h i ~  i j  X ~ T '  666" ihhy)(auov, ob6ava TE ~ 6 0 ~ 0 ~  
~ U ~ I T T ~ ~ U E V O L  ~ a i  G6a~a L ~ L T ~ P ~ M o v T E ~  & T T ~ @ Y ~ J ~ K O Y  TOG UTpaToG TOG T I E ~ I E ~ Y T O S  

nohhoi. 
I 

There they obtained more abundant corn than they had yet obtained on their 
march, and they ate their fill without any discipline (kosmos), and had a change of 
water, so that many perished who had so far survived. I 

Physical, natural and, in effect, medical explanations are being offered 
which bear close similarity to the analysis of disease caused by regimen in 
Diseases N (2.55 J), which describes a disease arising, apparently, from 

I 
excess of drink, rich food, or a change of water; or by a change in regimen 
in Ancient Medicine ch. 10. Primitive food brings on disease and death, as 

I " Cf. Jouanna (1980); Mansfeld (1980a), Appendix, esp. 389. " Demont (1988). 
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was so vividly described in Ancient Medicine (ch. 3).22 The doctrine of 
contagion was not recognized by the Hippocratic writers.23 Herodotus' 
account, like the other passages already discussed, seems, then, to involve 
assumptions about illness and health which can again be connected with 
current medical theory. 

Where does all this get us? These examples suggest some kind of 'link' 
between Herodotus and contemporary medicine - he knows of certain 
specific theories which feature both in his ethnography and in the early 
medical works. In the most recent study of Herodotus' general medical 
knowledge, Althoff, while affirming the unimportance of Hecataeus here, 
seems reluctant to decide whether Herodotus was using the medical writ- 
ings directly or whether the borrowing was the other way round. He 
also discusses the possibility of folk-wisdom, though this must inevitably 
remain very uncertain, and affirms principally that Herodotus was clearly 
familiar, even closely familiar, with Hippocratic  method^.'^ But there 
seem to be more indications, more connections, than he sees. Secondly, it < Y seems that the intricacy of the passages discussed in detail above suggests 

"halso that Herodotus himself was attempting to participate at some level in 
the debates that were current, as well as showing knowledge of them. It is 
perhaps not simply a matter of a one-way borrowing. There may also be 
some difficulty in drawing a strict line between Hippocratic and folk 
medicine. We cannot concentrate only on statements that to our eyes are 
very obviously medical, for given the Greek medical association of health 
and disease with climate, and for that matter the poor 'scientific' basis of 

/some Greek medicine, 5lements which may to us resemble 'folk-wisdom' 
may well have been part of serious medical theory o r ~ p ~ r ~ d a m ~ e  - 'professionaPiiiC&iwce. Scholars do<cas~onally dismiss possibly 
~ T E i m i X s G n - i h i d ~  that they are not medical.25 But at this 
early stage of medical expertise, it may be impossible to be sure that what 
looks like popular knowledge is not also 'professional'. 
, 
/ 

'"emont emphasizes the distinction between communal and individual disease (1988, 12) 
- but the historian of an army's retreat is likely to be most concerned with moss com- 
munal famine and disease. Note also: Gmek (1983b). 285-96, for Herodotus' medical 
knowledge elsewhere; and (1983aj. 

" Whereas Thucydides did: Not. Man 9 (and Celsus, de Medicino 1.10) recommends that 
one find a different climate in time of pestilence, or breathe in less by resting a lot. Noted 
by Poole and Holladay (1979); for further debate, Solomon (19851, and Holladay (1987). 

'' While Althoff (1993aj concentrates on specific passages, the wider milieu or implications 
deserve more attention, given that we are at a point at which neither 'medicine' nor 'his- 
tory' have a totally autonomous existence as disciplines. He hints (p. 15) that some of 
these conceptions are roo general to be securely pinned to Hippocratic work, but much 
Hippocratic theory uses more general ideas (e.g effect of heat). 
E.g. Althaff (1993a), 12-13, on the ‘folk-psycho lo^' concerning the link of bravery and 
weather. 
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There are other instances of Hippocratic terminology. For instance in 
Herodotus' description of the Egyptian doctors who, he says, are all spe- 

I 
cialists, he mentions eye-doctors, doctors for the head, teeth, intestines, 
and 'doctors for the invisible diseases' (n 84: oi 68 TGV Cxqaviwv vo6uwv). 

i This latter category is unmistakeably Hippocratic (e.g. Art, ch. 10.1 J, and 
ch. 6 below). The very way Herodotus stresses the specialisms in Egypt 
implies a contrast with Greek doctors. 

The Greek doctor Democedes has to treat Atossa's tumour (111 133.1): 
the word phuma here is listed by Liddell and Scott as the first occurrence 
in the sense of 'diseased growth', and it occurs thereafter in the Hippo- 
cratic Corpus (e.g. AncMed. 22.8, 9 J ;  cf. also Timaeus 85cl). We also 
meet phlebes, or veins, in a strange and often misunderstood passage on 
Scythian mare's milk (iv 2.1), and in the passage discussed above on the 
Libyans (N 187.2). Phlegm (qAiyua) occurs in the same Libyan descrip- 
tion. Elsewhere we meet bile (IV 58: from grass); and certain other hu- 
mours, including phlegm and ikmas (to which we return below, p. 49), not 
to mention 'beavers' testicles', supposedly a Scythian remedy for gynae- 
cological complaints (IV 109.2: see section on Scythia below). 

! The tale of Democedes, a Greek from Croton captured as a slave, is 
redolent with the language of the techne, 'the art', the expression used by 
medical writers to refer to the art of medicine (111 129f.). The Persian king 
Darius calls Democedes to his presence, in the hope that he can cure 
Darius' foot, and the question he asks Democedes is 'Do you know the 
art? - T ~ V  T~XVT)V ~i h i5Ta iT0  (n1 130.1). Democedes at first evades the 
matter, but he seems to Darius to be 'behaving artfully' - TEXV~SELV, a 
wonderful pun on techne - and Darius produces the torturing equipment 
(130.2). So backtracking rapidly, Democedes explains 'that he does not 
know it truly, but having met with a doctor, he has a poor knowledge 
of the techne' (?as CITPEK~WS uiv O ~ X  / r r iu~auea~,  6ptAfiaas 6; iqTp@ 

I 

I 
~ha6pws ~ E I V  T ~ V  T ~ V ~ V ) .  The context of the whole episode makes it 
obvious that the medical art is what is meant (similarly with techne in 
129.3, where it seems to refer to Democedes' 'skill'), yet the failure to 
qualify techne at any point, the way Darius asks simply 'Do you know the 
art?, is strongly reminiscent of the language of the Hippocratics, espe- 
cially, of course, On the Art (Peri Technes). Here, the techne was most 
definitely the art of medicine; medicine is the art par e~cellence.'~ 

As we have seen so far, then, Herodotus is not only conscious enough 
of the subject of health to include it as a regular item in his ethnographical 
descriptions; he is aware of certain ideas associated with early medical 

l 6  Ci. the importance attributed to the way Ant.  Med. had 'a developed notion of medicine 
as an art, T/XVT~': see (e.g.1 G. E. R. Lloyd (1963). 126. 


